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Motivation

 Problems with block angular structure are common in many applications; 

 The efficiency of Interior Point Methods (IPM)  depends of the linear system 
solver used to compute the Newton direction;  

  Preconditioned Iterative linear solvers may be more efficient to solve large-scale 
problems due to storage and time limitations;

  An efficient specialized IPM for primal block-angular problems solved the 
normal equations in two stages:  Cholesky factorizations for the block 
constraints and a PCG for the linking constraint; 
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Motivation

 The preconditioner used in second stage considers a few terms of an 
infinite power series which provides the inverse of the Schur 
complement of the normal equations

   
 The more terms of the power series, the more accurate the 

preconditioner, at the expense of increasing the running time of each 
PCG iteration
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Motivation











 Is possible to find a number of terms used on each interior point 
iteration to provides better results?   
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Outline

 We propose an adaptive scheme for update the number of terms used in the  
preconditioner at each interior point iteration.  This scheme is based on Ritz 
Values

  Ritz values can  thus be used to estimate the spectral radius of a certain matrix 
in the power  series, which measures the efficiency of the preconditioner.

 Preliminary numerical experiments are provide to both multicommodity flows 
and the minimum congestion problems.
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The specialized block-angular IPM
: 
A block angular-problem can be written in this general formulation

• One of the most efficient IPMs for block-angular problems solves the 
normal equations exploiting the block structure
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•  Stage I:   Cholesky factorization for each block :

 

•   Stage II:    PCG for  Linking constrains           

Cholesky + PCG 

(COAP 2007)
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 Power series preconditioner: MM-1-1         
   

Power Series Preconditioner:
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Power Series Preconditioner:

The effectiveness of this preconditioner depends on the spectral  
radius of                        

which is in [0,1).   The farther away from 1, the better is the 
preconditioner.
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Estimating the spectral radius

     A procedure to estimate spectral radius of  
     was recently introduced  for h = 0.
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   Estimating the spectral radius

 

The espectral radius of the preconditioned matrix can 
be  estimated from de solution of the system by  PCG 
using the relation of Lanczos and CG.
  
The eigenvalues of the tridiagonal matrices

k = 1, . . . , l, converge to the eigenvalues of the 
preconditioned matrix of the system solved
by PCG as the number of PCG iterations approaches  l.  
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Estimating the spectral radius
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Estimating the spectral radius

Extreme eigenvalues of the preconditioned matrix are well  
approximated already during early PCG iterations.

 The smallest eigenvalue         is used to estimate the spectral 
radius of the preconditioned matrix
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Ritz Values - Examples

m32_32_12                                   

Proximity between the Ritz values and the eigenvalues
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 Estimating the spectral radius

The previous estimations have been extended  to consider any 
number h ≥ 0 of terms in the power series preconditioner:
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Dynamic update of the h terms  

 

 Restart  h  if solution is  worse     
   

   Start:  h=0 :     

If  h < 5  and          

   h=h+1     

~~
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    Numerical Experiments

Multicomodity flow problems 
(oriented)

Instances Constraints Variables

Dynamic  h terms: 
 h in [0;5]

Original:  h = 0 for all 
iterations

   Instance  CPU (s)       it         PCG (it)     h_0      h_max    CPU (s)        it         PCG (it)
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    Numerical Experiments

Gridgen 1

     
     IP_iteration   PCG_it eration

          
    terms:  h

 
Spectral radius
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Numerical Experiments

Minimmum congestion  problems 

   Instances Constraints Variables

Dynamic  h terms: 
 h in [0;5]

Original:  h = 0 for all 
iterations

   Instance    CPU (s)       it           PCG (it)     h_0     h_max    CPU (s)        it         PCG (it)
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Conclusions

 An adaptive selection of the number of terms in the power 
series preconditioner seems a good strategy to improve
the performance of this preconditioner . 

 Future tasks: Apply this adaptative scheme to test another 
classes of problems.
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